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[Quote] 
 

“Montessori, Reggio or 

other curriculum is not 

better, but my research 

found that small 

classrooms are better 

than large ones” 
 

 

[Description] 

 
Any current education system must 

continually adapt and change to keep 

pace with the needs of the future.  For 

large schools with a “one-size-fits-

all” curriculum, this change can be a 

struggle.  Micro Schools provide 

flexibility in terms of learning environments, schedules and curriculum and might do 

a better job teaching your children 21st century skills.     

 

In this episode we talk to Chris Bennett about the benefits and challenges of micro 

schools for your children.   Chris Bennett is a co-founder and the CEO of 

Wonderschool, a network of early childhood programs or micro schools that combine 

the quality standards of world-class educators with the warmth of an in-home 

program.  

https://www.ourkids.net/school/private-school-curriculum
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[Intro] 

 
Jaison Dolvane:  Chris Bennett is the co-founder and CEO of Wonderschool, a 

company with a mission to provide high quality early childhood education to every 

child.  

 

Wonderschool is a network of early childhood programs that combine the quality 

standards of world-class educators with the warmth of an in-home program.   Chris 

Bennett has been championing the notion of a micro school for several years now, 

well before the pandemic made popular the concept of a “Pandemic Pod”.   

 

A micro school is a small and intimate learning environment.  Typically has few 

students between 10 and 150 of mixed age and located in an intimate, home-like 

community and environment.  

Any current education system must continually adapt and change to keep pace with 

the needs of the future.  For large schools with a “one-size-fits-all” curriculum, this 

change can be a struggle.  Micro Schools provide flexibility in terms of learning 

environments, schedules and curriculum.    

 

Small classes provide a better ability for teachers to create personalized learning 

programs to guide and support students in all aspects, including academics, 21st 

century skill development like STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Math) 

programs and integrated learning, and social-emotional needs.   

 

The pandemic, with forced online and remote learning, brings further focus to this 

concept of micro schools.  Working parents have more onus upon them for child-care 

and while managing the pressures of a full-time job.  Parents also find that this new 

remote learning can be isolating and inadequate for the holistic development of their 

children.   Out of necessity, parents have started organizing micro schools, that we are 

now calling “Pandemic Pods”.   

 

Micro schools and pandemic pods have lasting benefits for our children, however they 

also pose a host of challenges ranging quality of education, equity and segregation.  
 

Chris, through Wonderschool, is working to address these challenges while making it 

easy for educators to start and operate successful programs, and for families to find 

https://www.ourkids.net/school/private-school-curriculum
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them.   Their vision is to create programs that are child-centered, growth-minded, and 

safety-focused that ensure great experiences for children and create trust with parents.  

 

 

[Episode] 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: All right. Welcome, Chris.  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Hello.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Good to have you here.  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Yeah. Thanks for having me.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Yeah. So Chris, why don't you start by telling us a little bit 

about yourself and how you started wonder schools and why you started wonder 

schools?  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Yeah, sure. So I'm originally from Miami, Florida. My 

parents are immigrants from Honduras. I've benefited pretty significantly 

from high quality early childhood education, I went to an awesome 

preschool in Miami. I went to, in home childcare for after school care up 

until Middle School. And I remember the women who ran the programs did 

really well financially, were really happy, and really helped my family.  

 

 

And so, you know, fast forward, I am the first in my family to graduate from 

college, I go to Penn. And then I moved to the Bay Area, and started hearing 

from my friends that they were having a hard time finding childcare, and I 

thought it was really strange that they were having a hard time. So I started 

digging in meeting teachers who are running childcare programs out of their 

homes, and I kept noticing that their programs weren't very professional 

from like a marketing standpoint, and saw a really big opportunity to step in 

and support them and helping them run better businesses.  
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So to learn everything about, you know, the childcare community, I helped 

start a childcare program. So I partnered with a woman, helped find a home, 

helped her get licensed helped her go through the entire process of creating 

her program from thinking through curriculum, thinking through her 

Handbook, her website, getting students went through that whole process 

learned a ton. And then, you know, we've scaled that to over 1000 programs 

on our platform now, and we're all over the United States and growing really 

quickly.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: That's awesome. So what are some of the challenges that 

you saw were or that you guys actually faced in that one school that you were 

trying to start?  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Well, one thing we noticed is that, as an educator, she 

didn't really have a lot of business experience, experience that someone like 

yourself would just, it would come very, very natural, and normal to you 

like, how to price something, how to price tuition, how to, you know, model 

out, well, you operate a profitable business.  These are things she just didn't 

know how to do. And so, you know, we helped her underwrite her 

business. And then helped her come up with tuition rates. And what she 

realized what the tuition rates were, that would make sense to cover her rent, 

it was a little bit of, a different a very emotional reaction when she was like 

this, this doesn't seem fair, this seems high. And I'm like, Well, if you charge 

lower, you're going to not be in business long, you're going to run out of 

money.  

 

 

And then when we started marketing her program and getting students to 

enroll, she was pretty shocked that parents would be willing to pay the rates 

that they were willing to pay. And, you know, that was like, I would say, 

that was one of the biggest things. And I know that parent, and the flip side 

of the equation is childcare is so expensive for parents that parents don't 

want to pay a lot. And they think it's sort of unfair that tuition rates are so 

high, but again, that equilibrium needs to occur, because if she charges too 

little, she can't run a sustainable business, she'll burn out and her company, 
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it'll close. And so that dance, and that balance is really, really tricky, and 

really important.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Yeah, makes sense. You know, we'll come back to this, 

because I'd love to sort of dig into, you know, again, the sort of curriculum side of 

it, and how do you actually make sure that we're teaching kids the right things. But 

before we kind of go there, you know, talk to us about sort of like, what do you 

think of micro school is? How close is it to what you guys are actually doing?  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Yeah, so what's interesting is when the pandemic hit, we 

started to explore micro schools, and we launched a micro school solution. 

And now, you can start on micro school on the Wonder school platform, 

operate your micro school on the Wonder school platform, and parents can 

find micro schools on the Wonder school platform.  

 

 

And what a micro school is, it's sort of an extension of what we've been 

doing where it's just for older children, and it requires a different level of, 

different type of teacher and a different level of education. And, you know, 

we're working with children, in the elementary school age range right now. 

And we even have some older kids on the platform, but that's like the 

elementary school ranges from micro school perspective is where we sort of 

focus. And the way we think about it internally is there's, you know, pods, as 

you described, like pandemic pods. And then there's micro schools. And 

micro schools, the way we define it is a teacher who's running a school, out 

of her own home, or out of like a non-parent home, pod is typically run, it's a 

little similar to a nanny share, where the teacher is coming to a parent's 

home, and they might hop around from different parents homes, or they 

might work out of one parents home on an ongoing basis.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Okay, got it. So there's a bit of a location difference over 

there. Why should parents care about micro school? Like, you know, is school not 

good enough? Like, what's so much better about a micro school? 

  

CHRIS BENNET: Well, it's really interesting, you know, micro schools are 

very polarizing. And pods are pretty polarizing. One from the cost of pods in 

the equity component of pods. But two sort of, just sort of the level of parent 
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involvement needed to make a pod or micro school successful, just doesn't 

may not meet the needs of every parent's schedule, and beliefs. And so that's 

like, one really important thing, they're not for everyone is sort of the thing 

I’ve learned. And I think choice is apparent. The more choice parents have, 

the more choice children have, the better. But the big argument for a micro 

school, there's a couple. So one of them is, if the government funded micro 

schools, it's a more efficient form of providing education, teachers can 

actually earn more running a micro school, and the cost to deliver services 

decreases via micro school, primarily because you remove a lot of the 

administrative burden that a large school system has. And then secondly, 

because of real estate costs, you don't have to pay for the real estate of the 

school. It's sort of shared by the teacher, essentially. And so it's just 

significantly lower.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Good for government, good for schools. But why is it good 

for parents or for children?  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Well, there's a famous MIT study, about the way 

children learn, and what, I'm paraphrasing here, but what the study says is 

that, in home environment, a really good teacher, as close to one to one 

interaction as possible and parent involvement, and the parent involvement 

piece, I'm not as sure about, the first three I am. If you sprinkle all of those 

in, you play a really, you can statistically significantly prove that you are 

improving a child's ability to learn. It is proven, based on this study, that this 

is the best way a kid, this is the best way for children to learn. So what a lot 

of parents are learning right now through micro schools, is they're like, holy 

smokes, like my kid who went through a micro school versus my kid who 

didn't. My kid is in a micro school right now is learning way more than I’ve 

ever seen my kids learn. And it's because of this one to one attention, this in 

home environment. And a lot of great teachers are leading these micro 

schools.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Yeah, it's amazing. It strikes me that you know that 

personalized learning part of it allows each kid to kind of be on their own 

trajectory.  
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CHRIS BENNET: Absolutely. Yeah. So one of the leaders in the micro 

school movement [09:22 inaudible] the pandemic, the way he described it, is 

it's a homeschooling collective.  So like, imagine, like, you know, the 

teacher just went to the library. And it was all the different kids like after 

school care, all the different kids are doing their own thing, and the teacher 

is there to guide the children through their learning. That's like, that's like 

peak micro school. That's when a micro school is doing really well.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Yeah, makes sense. So tell me you know, you guys are 

trying to what you're doing is you're actually helping someone set these micro 

schools up or set a I guess, a pod or some sort for your early childhood education. 

How do you make sure that you know, what is being taught in there is the right sort 

of set of curriculum that parents are going to, I guess, take some comfort with that, 

you know, it's going to keep their kids on track with everybody else in the public 

school systems.  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Yes. So a lot of Wonder school success typically comes 

from parent involvement. And, you know, working with really strong 

teachers and providers. And if we're finding that, you know, teachers and 

providers are doing a poor job removing them from the platform, that's sort 

of how we manage quality.  

 

 

On the childcare side of our business, we're more and more using the quality 

standards of a state. In the US, there's this thing called the QRI system, 

quality ratings and improvement system. And it's every state has it, and it's 

what they use to manage quality. And we try to adhere to the QTI system of 

a respective state. When it comes to micro schools, frankly, that's something 

we're still figuring out right now. And so we're letting teachers, we're 

connecting teachers with curriculum that exists. Already, there's tons of 

curriculum, for a micro school perspective, just a K12 perspective, we're 

connecting them with. We are letting teachers you know, use a curriculum 

that they like, and then when parents are unhappy, we share that feedback 

with the provider or the teacher, and let them adapt, if we find that they're 

doing something that is, you know, detrimental to a child will let them know 

and tell them that they either need a change or we will take them off the 

platform. But it's very much like self-managed today, between the teachers 
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and the parents. And we step in when it's just gone beyond, you know, what 

we think is right.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Now, you know, the idea of personalized learning for my 

kids, or really any parent thinking about that for their kids is quite attractive. But 

one of the concerns that comes up is, are these recognized? How does a kid take 

this time, and learn at a school like yours… and then how are they really going to 

transition to the public system? Are they going to be recognized, are they going to 

be accredited? Talk to me a little bit about how that works.  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: So, you know, the way we're thinking about it at wonder 

school, is, we want government to start to step in and support micro schools. 

We haven't seen it yet. But hopefully, that's what happens. This is like 

perfect for governments to manage and support. And so that's sort of like our 

hope. And that's what we're advocating for. We're pushing government 

leaders and government, all over the world to think about this. And a lot of 

my sort of goals and intentions, even being on this podcast, are to help 

leaders and parents know that we should be trying to figure out how we can 

get the government to regulate and support, you know, this micro school 

movement. So from an accreditation, from a quality standpoint, and even 

ideally, from a funding standpoint. So I think micro schools should be free, 

just like the public school system is free.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Right. Okay. Interesting. And would you say that, you 

know, you talked about early, wonder schools, I guess, maybe you think of that as 

early childhood education. You've got micro schools that are more Elementary. 

What's the difference with like a Montessori school, or a Reggio school with kind 

of what you're doing?  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Yes, a wonder school is more and more becoming a 

technology platform, so that parents and providers can, you know, manage 

their childcare experience or their early childhood education experience, 

together. So we help with the billing. And so parents are able to pay through 

the Wonder school platform and providers are able to get paid on time. We, 

you know, have really low payment rates, we get parents paid, we get 

providers paid really quickly. They get a website so they can recruit families 
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to their program. We have messaging so parents and providers can 

communicate with each other on a daily basis. We're looking into building 

learning management systems and curriculum systems into the Wonder 

school platform. 

  

And so when you think of like Montessori or Reggio, or STEM education, I 

think of those as all curriculums. And these are choices providers make on 

the type of childcare program or early childhood education program they 

want to operate. We're agnostic if you want to run a STEM program or 

Montessori program. Great! When I was doing research on this early on, it's 

actually really cool. I could find no research that said any one of them was 

better than the other. I can find research that said that early a small 

classroom was better than a large classroom, I could find research that said 

that in home childcare was better than none, but nothing that said Montessori 

or Reggio, or STEM was better than the other. So we think the more options 

a parent has, and the more options a child has, the better. And so that's what 

we focus on.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Okay, got it. So really, the concept is about sort of smaller 

classes, personalized learning, versus, you know, not necessarily the approach.  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Yes, that's exactly right.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: As long as there's something that's recognized, and parents 

can get comfortable with it.  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Yeah, I mean, when I started, I thought we were going 

to be a Montessori company. But then, but our mission is to ensure all 

children get access to high quality, early childhood education that helps 

them realize their potential. And I realized, oh, by picking the pedagogy, 

that where there was no proven scientific backing that said, it was better than 

the other, we were limiting our ability to achieve our mission. And so we 

didn't do it.  
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JAISON DOLVANE: Okay. Makes sense. Makes sense. So I’m, you know, I'm 

thinking about this as like, on one hand, we've got teachers that are hopping onto 

your platform and trying to start these micro schools. On the other hand, we've got 

parents that are out of necessity, especially around the pandemic, are kind of like 

self-organizing, bring in teachers to create these pods. We're creating smaller 

classes. Can you talk to me about the challenges that society, right, and kids may 

actually face in these sort of smaller pods that are being constructed? 

  

CHRIS BENNET: I mean, I'd say the biggest challenge with pods right 

now is that they're, the sustainability is really tough. Especially right now, 

parents are moving at a, I mean, I'm calling it the great migration. I actually 

don't know what's going on in Canada. But my guess is it's no different than 

in the States. People are leaving cities, they're moving home. They're seeing 

rents decrease in cities, and they're moving to cities. Like there's like this 

big. Everyone's moving. You know, and that means that your classmate in 

your pod, who you've been with, for like the past, like, four months is gone. 

And then what's happening is a lot of pods are shutting down now that 

public schools are starting to open, and people are getting 

vaccinated.  Because children are leaving, and they're not sustainable after a 

certain level of children going back to the public school system. So, I'd say 

that's like, the biggest challenge.  

 

I'd say the next challenge is, you know, parents are sort of working together 

to collectively to create these small businesses together. And that's 

effectively what's happening. And so you know, you're getting to know your 

neighbor, way better than you ever have before. And yeah, and there's good 

things, and there's bad things about that, you know, and it's creating a lot of, 

you know, neighborhood strife between different couples. And that's 

something that we're seeing is like, some complications from a pod 

perspective.  

 

And then there's teacher turnover. So there's a lot of teachers who are 

moving and so they might join a pod or start leading a pod. And that's can be 

very detrimental for the children because they have all this knowledge about 

the children, and seeing that go out the window has been really hard as 

well. But then, on the flip side, you know, the benefits, as I mentioned, 

parents are seeing their children. They're seeing another form of education, 

and they're seeing benefits from it. And so some parents are opting into the 

micro school movement, or looking for more sustainable pods to you know, 

double down on, so it's been really interesting.  
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JAISON DOLVANE: Do you think that there's a problem with you know, equity 

from the standpoint that you know, this kind of feels like a solution that, solution 

for kids whose parents are well off? And so, you know, for kids who maybe can't 

afford this or, you know, don't have a group of, a peer group of parents that might 

kind of be willing to invest in in the same way are just going to be left behind. 

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: I mean, I think it's going to be pretty hard for a lot of 

children who weren't able to, you know, we're coming out of it, like 

everyone's getting vaccinated, public schools are going to be wide open in 

the next six months, but we essentially 18 months of children who didn't get 

access to this, you know, 18 critical months, where a lot of children are 

going to be behind. And I think, you know, as leaders, we're going to have to 

think, long and hard around how we're going to make up that gap. And I 

don't think it's, you know, just continuing where they should be today, you 

know, like, if you were in first grade, or second grade, and you should be in 

third grade down, like, you should just continue, you probably need to, I 

don't know what the solution is, I'm not an educator, so I don't want to 

pretend like I am. But there are some, you know, challenging aspects of that. 

And then, in terms of the future of pods, again, I think the way to make it 

equitable, if we want to continue [21:21 inaudible] is to make it free. And 

we make it free for families, whether you're wealthy or not, so that 

everyone's able to get access to it.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: That probably goes back to what you were talking about 

government involvement.  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: That's exactly right.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Step in and finance this somehow.  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: That's exactly right.  
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JAISON DOLVANE: Yeah, that's interesting. I mean, so you know, you've been 

doing this well, before, kind of this concept of pandemic pods. And I think this 

concept of personalized learning has also existed before, you know, in Montesorris 

and Reggios, things like that. And so this sort of pandemic created these pods out 

of necessity. Right. And, and it's interesting, because I kind of feel like, it's 

surfaced the conversation a lot more to think about how smaller schools can be 

financed in the long run.  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Yeah, absolutely.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Yeah. Very interesting. So, Chris, tell me about, you know, 

any kind of challenges that you faced, as you've kind of gone about your journey 

starting Wonderschool?  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Yeah. I mean, what are some challenges that we face? I 

remember the first two years, it was just smooth sailing, like no pivots. No 

challenges, it was awesome. And then, I think the biggest challenge, what's 

the biggest challenge that we faced at wonder school? You know, what is the 

biggest challenge, I'd say one big challenge we face is the clear one is in 

March of last year, we had to do some layoffs, which were really hard 

because of the pandemic, we, you know, had to decrease the size of our 

team. And that got a lot of press. And that was pretty hard. But the good 

thing is, you know, the company's rebounded really well post the pandemic 

and our postal pandemic hitting, and we've been growing, you know, at our 

fastest rate now that parents are really looking for childcare again, and you 

know, government leaders are looking to invest in childcare. And we've 

been able to grow the company pretty quickly, which has been exciting.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Yeah, that's great. What about challenges in terms of 

teacher adoption, or parent adoption? 

  

CHRIS BENNET: You know, that's one of our biggest focus, driving 

teacher adoption and driving parent adoption. And, you know, the way we 

focus on that, as we spend a lot of time getting feed feedback from parents 

and providers, and taking that feedback and roll and get into our product. We 
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spend a lot of time Yeah, you know, it's just a lot of research, and a lot of 

like shipping features that meet the needs of parents and providers.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Can you talk about any concerns that you know, come to 

mind that might have been sort of top of lists to address? 

  

CHRIS BENNET: I'd say the biggest one is to like, uh, you know, faster 

payments, payments is a really big piece, building is a really big piece. And 

so we, you know, we've lowered our pricing for payments to make it cheaper 

for providers and parents, and we have probably one of the lowest payment 

rates now. And secondly, making payments faster. And so parents, providers 

when they get paid really quickly, and so that's something that we've been, 

like thinking a lot about and planning to ship. And so we're shipping that 

soon.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Okay, sounds good. Now, what do you hear from parents, 

like, you know, talk to me about sort of some of the experiences that you 

might have seen parents kind of go through with one or more of your schools? 

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: There's two big challenges that parents see, one, they 

don't really have transparency into the program. So they want like reviews 

about the program. They want to know if there's availability, and we're 

launching a feature in the coming days, we have a lot of availability data, but 

we haven't really been surfacing it to parents. And so we're going to make 

that available to parents so that they're able to find availability about the 

programs on the Wonder school platform. That's something they care about 

a lot.  

 

 

And then once they're enrolled, they want support, you know, like, maybe 

the providers doing something that's not doesn't really make sense. Or 

maybe their child's just having a certain issue and they want support. Well, 

we have like a support team, of folks who have early childhood experience, 

who have a lot of experience supporting our providers, and a lot of parents 

will write in asking for support. And that's something that we've continued 

to staff and invest in.  
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JAISON DOLVANE: What about, like, how can parents find out? Or, you know, 

what can they get in terms of indicators around quality of a particular school?  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: So they're able to look at reviews of the program. And 

when they go to wonder school, they're able to see reviews about the 

program. 

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: And this is from other parents?  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Yeah, and these are only from parents that are enrolled 

in the platform in the school. So it's not like you can go get your friend or 

anything like that. Exactly, yeah.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Okay, great. Now that sounds very useful. And can parents 

just automatically sign up for your platform? Or do they need to go through a 

specific teacher? 

  

CHRIS BENNET: So parents, they have to go through the teacher, the 

teacher must accept them and so yes, we can do that through our platform.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: But if I'm a parent, and I go onto your platform today, can I 

go and find out which schools are in my area and whether [26:46 inaudible] or not? 

 

 

CHRIS BENNET:  Yeah. So you go to our website, and you type in your 

zip code, and you can find childcare in your area, you can message 

providers, you can apply, you can schedule tours, and you can enroll through 

the platform. And so you can you can go through the full journey, using the 

Wonder scope product.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Okay, great. So Chris, tell me about, you know, obviously, 

you're kind of building a business, doing some really great things at wonder school, 
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on a personal level, you know, what, what are you getting out of that? Is there is 

there some sort of transformation that you feel like you're going through? 

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: At a personal level, I'd say, you know, I was thinking 

about this, the other day is like, the biggest, as an entrepreneur, the fastest 

way to grow, is to try to start a company, the level of personal growth that's 

required to start grow a company is, you know, tremendously high. And to 

scale a company, you constantly need to invest in, you know, your own 

personal growth. So I'd say that's been the biggest learning for me, at least in 

running wonder school is just like, I need to constantly keep investing in 

myself, and constantly improving myself to grow the company.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Yeah, that's amazing. And what would be your hope for 

your audience? 

  

CHRIS BENNET: Of parents, of providers, everyone?  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Both.  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: I just want, I want to live in a world where, you know, 

childcare and education is as accessible as getting Uber is sort of how I’ve 

always described it to folks, you know, that you can just press a button and 

get an Uber and have a great experience. I really believe that that's what 

things should be like from an education standpoint, as well. And I think it's 

pretty unfortunate that we're not there today. And so that's the world I want 

to live in. And that's the world I'm trying to create here at wonder school. 

  

 JAISON DOLVANE:  Have you thought about this as a US only system or a 

North American system? Or have you sort of given some thought to, you know, 

taking this to other countries? Because, you know, as you're talking about that, 

right, it just makes me think that There's just so many little kids outside of North 

America in you know, less developed countries and poorer countries that could 

really use education, right?  
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CHRIS BENNET: Yeah, yeah, this is, you know, we have international 

ambitions for sure. And so we're spending a lot of time just getting the 

product right here and expanding here. But yeah, for sure. We will be an 

international company. No doubt about it.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Makes sense. I guess, you know, especially from your 

beginnings in Honduras, I'm sure you know, there are just so many different 

countries that could use it.  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Yeah, whenever I'm in, I was in Honduras recently and 

every time I'm in another country, I'm like driving by the preschools and 

driving by the childcare programs to get a feel for what it's like in other 

countries and, you know, you'd be surprised how similar it is.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Yeah. Well, it's a noble mission, you know, and, and wish 

you guys all the luck in the world to accomplish what you're trying to do.  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Cool. Yeah. Thank you. Thank you so much. Thanks for 

having me on, it has been great.  

 

 

JAISON DOLVANE: Yeah, my pleasure, Chris, you want to just take a minute 

and tell the audience, you know where they can kind of get to you guys?  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Yeah. So if you're a parent, you can go to 

www.wonderschool.com and search for childcare there. And for not in your 

area, we will be there soon. And then if you're a provider, you can actually 

start a childcare program on the Wonder school platform anywhere in the 

country. So you just go to www.wonderschool.com and there's a start a 

wonder school button, you can just click on that and go through the process 

to get started. And then you can follow us on every social platform, 

LinkedIn, Instagram, Twitter, and in Facebook.  
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JAISON DOLVANE: Awesome. We will throw that link in in the podcast 

description when we actually publish this also. Well, thank you so much, Chris. I 

appreciate your time.  

 

 

CHRIS BENNET: Yeah. Thank you. 

  

  

 
[Outro] 

 

 

Thank you for listening.  

 

SUBSCRIBE:  Make sure to subscribe to this podcast on Apple podcasts or Spotify 

or wherever you listen, we would really appreciate if you can leave us a review on 

apple podcasts or send us any feedback to reachingroots@wishslate.com.  

 

DOWNLOAD APP to Start Your WishList:  Also download the WishSlate app to 

help start and organize wish lists for your family and change the way you gift. You 

can download this from www.wishslate.com/download 
 
 
 
[Resources & Links] 

 

 

Wonderschool 

https://www.wonderschool.com 

 

Wonderschool Parent Resources on Child Care, Funding and More 

https://www.wonderschool.com/p/parent-resources/ 

 

NY Times Article on Pandemic Pods 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/22/parenting/school-pods-coronavirus.html 

 

 

 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/reaching-roots/id1540658282?uo=4
https://open.spotify.com/show/3LG42c0YAEFvUQMVS9EHWC?si=JdaHHJCIRRW-cWZycNtqOQ
mailto:reachingroots@wishslate.com?subject=Comment%20on%20RR%20Podcast
https://www.wishslate.com/download
https://www.wonderschool.com/
https://www.wonderschool.com/p/parent-resources/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/22/parenting/school-pods-coronavirus.html

